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THE BG NEWS 
HEATWAVE 
With a record high temperature for July 20, 
how will you stay cool this week? Check out 
the graph below for record highs and see 
HEAT for ways to stay cool, on PAGE 2. 
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PEOPLE WAIT ouiside lo gel into Cla-zel where 92 5 Kiss FM DJs every Friday night 
KISS 
AT. c CLA-ZEL 
Toledo radio station provides unique entertainment experience 
ByAiURiptl 
Managing Edrtor 
Junior Christine Szymanowski said 
she has spent almost every Friday 
night this summer at Cla-Zel with 
92,5 KISS FM DJs, Oa-Zel's welcom- 
ing staff and a group of her friends. 
"I've never had so much fun at a 
club before," she said. "I can go there 
sober and have just as much fun." 
Cla-Zel is large enough to give peo- 
ple the choice to be on the dance 
floor, at the bar, or just socialize at a 
table or couches, she said. 
The owner of Cla-Zel, Ammar 
Mufleh, would be happy to hear 
Szymanowski s praise as he said he 
has tried to incorporate the impor- 
tance of community and an atmo- 
sphere for entertainment into Cla-Zel. 
Mufleh said Cla-Zel offers an 
entertainment experience with its 
phenomenal sound system, light 
show, live DJs and top-notch service 
Thursday through Saturday nights. 
This gave 92.5 KISS FM the incentive 
to DJ there every Friday night and 
broadcast It live on their radio station 
from 10p.m. tola.m.,he said. 
Cla-Zel was made into a multi- 
entertainment venue when Mufleh 
bought it in 2006. After renovating it 
for six months, Cla-Zel opened that 
■■ CLA-ZEL if-,:-.' 
Cla-Zel 
Ohio's oldest single-screen 
movie theater opened In 1926 
Cb-Whatfl The theater is 
named after its creators Clark and 
Hazel Young, who were said to 
have a collective vision and pas- 
sion for the film industry. 
Look famlllar?i The building 
design is the creation of architect 
Jack Raney. Raney was the master 
architect behind the construction 
of numerous buildings on the 
University campus, where he was 
employed from 1939-62. Among 
the works credited to Raney's 
vision are Shatzel Hall, Hayes Hall 
and University Hall. 
Source: www.clazel.net 
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DENNIS DICKEY, Willy's Fresh Salsa representatrve. gives a sample plate to Jan Sarver. Willy's fresh 
salsa sells a variety of different salsa's Including their unique peach salsa blend. 
Downtown Farmers' Market 
offers fresh food to city 
By Bobby Waddle 
In Focus Editor 
The downtown area of the city is 
home to Independently run business- 
es near the intersection of Wooster 
and Main streets, and the list gets 
even bigger every Wednesday. 
The growth can be attributed to 
the Downtown Farmers' Market that 
is held once a week from 4 to 8 p.m. in 
the parking lot next to SamB's restau- 
rant. The market has been running 
since May 18 and will go until OCT. 12, 
according to the Downtown Bowling 
Green website. 
"The farmers that go there get great 
exposure to the community that way," 
said Nick Hennessy, the University 
sustainability coordinator. T think it's 
a win-win, for sure, between the cus- 
tomer and the farmer." 
Hennessy shops at the market 
See MARKET I Page 8 
CAMPUS 
BRIEF 
USG aims to improve 
online presence i Emily Ancinec President of Hjndergraduate Student Government 
Students may soon be 
able to lind out who represents them with just 
one click instead of several. 
The Undergraduate Student Government 
met Monday to discuss improving their avail- 
ability via the Internet with Dave Kielmeyer. 
interim chief communications officer. 
USG proposed the University allow it to 
post a direct link on the University website 
so that students have more direct access to 
the USG website, said Emily Ancinec. USG 
president. 
USG also plans to somewhat "revamp" its 
website throughout the fall semester. 
PULSE 
"There's a lot that USG does but you 
wouldn't necessarily know that by looking at 
our website," Ancinec said. "We're definitely a 
little behind technologically, but we're hoping 
to improve that soon." 
USG is also considering running a link on 
the rotating banner in the bottom right comer 
of the University's home page. The University 
typically runs a USG elections banner in the 
same location every spring, Kielmeyer said. 
For the remainder of summer, USG also 
plans to retool its Facebook and Twitter pages 
in order to better communicate with students. 
Jameson Taylor. USG Chief of Staff, will be 
in charge of communicating with students via 
social networking sites this fall. 
In the past two years, USG has not 
regularly updated its website or Facebook 
and Twitter pages, Ancinec said. In order to 
attract more students, USG plans to link its 
Facebook page to the University's official 
Facebook page, too. 
FACEBOOK 
facebook.com/pages/BGSU 
Undergraduate-Student-Government 
TWEET ®BG_USG 
WEBSITE bgsu.edu/usg 
ROCKING OUT 
BYRONMACK I TWBGNfWS 
SCOTY TERRY, lead singer of Red Wanting Blue rocks the house at Howard's Club H late. Thursday night The Columbus said that they will have a new 
album in the fall. 
FORUM 
The notwMcs are m.~ 
'Mad Men" and "Board™* Empire' lead 
the Emmy norni nations. Did your favorite 
get recognition? See Puke far the 
inside scoop | Pat* ( 
Issues abound with abode* 
Photo Editor Byron Mack shares his experi- 
ences with the a city ordinance that pro- 
hibits more than three non-related people 
living together | Pae* 4 
SPORTS 
Coach approaches last season 
Head volleyball coach Demse Van DeWalle will be 
coaching her final season for the Falcon? this year, 
her 29th year as head coach. She is me winningest 
volleybarl coach in MAC history | Page 5 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
What would your dream internship be? 
StEJMAWHATUY 
Senior. Sociology 
"..working for the NAACP 
being head of the community 
department" | Page 4 
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OX-XT 
FRIDAY NIGHTS 
J     10 PM til 2:30 AM 
[ >,-///, BOOMER & 
p.       DJ MANNY 
18 & Up* 21 & over FREE 
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel 
SATURDAY 
5 DRINK SPECIALS     __ 
i 
S3 Pitchers/Beer! 
$6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink! 
3 FOR S5 Vodka Bombs! 
BLOTTER 
FRI..JULY15 
2:40 A.M. 
Joshua G. Vanausdale. 34, of 
Bowling Green, and Jordan J. 
Vanausdale. 23. of Napoleon, were 
arrested for assault and aggra- 
vated burglary near Elm Street 
and Scott Hamilton Avenue. They 
were lodged at the Wood County 
Justice Center. 
6:21A.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time between 8 p.m. and 6:30 a.m. 
an unknown person stole a gas grill 
from the side of a house within the 
200 block of Troup Ave. 
8:07 A.M. 
A complainant reported graf- 
fiti on the electrical box near the 
Huntington Bank parking lot near 
Clough and South Main streets. 
10:17 A.M. 
A complainant reported that dam- 
age was done to his vehicle some- 
time between Tuesday and Friday 
within the 200 block of E. Napoleon 
Road. The left fender and trunk 
were damaged. 
1:46 P.M. 
A complainant reported his tablet 
taken from the Waffle House some- 
time between 1 a.m. and 1 p.m. after 
he left work because he was sick. 
3:06 P.M. 
Andrew J Straley. 24.of Bowling 
Green, was cited for driving under 
suspension/drug offense within the 
800 block of Third Street. 
3:16 PM. 
A pedestrian was struck by a 
vehicle near South Main and 
Clough streets and transported to 
the Wood County Hospital by the 
Bowling Green Fire Division. 
Darin D. Deitrich;        t    _   |i—,1    ■_". 
Ohio, was cited for i «'A*r jv ■,       i ft 
pedestrian in crosswalk near South 
Main and Clough streets. 
3:39 PM. 
A complainant reported that a bike 
was stolen from the bike rack out- 
side the Math Building. 
4:25 PM. 
A complainant reported that some- 
one knocked her flower pots off her 
porch and that someone is taking 
pictures of her residence within the 
200 block of Troup Ave. 
5:49 P.M. 
A complainant reported a vehicle 
was egged and keyed last night 
between 9:30 to 10 p.m. within the 
500 block of S. Summit St. 
driving while under suspension and 
one headlight on East Wooster. 
12:25 A.M. 
Ross Z. O'Brien, 18. of Perrysburg, 
was cited for underage possession 
of alcohol within the 200 block of 
N. Main St. 
1:18 A.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time in the previous hour, while 
the complainant was away from 
the residence, unknown subjects 
knocked over the complainant's 
basketball hoop within the 300 
block of Parkview Dr. 
1:26 A.M. 
James Richard Bohne. 18. was cited 
for disorderly conduct/public urina- 
tion within the 100 block of N Main 
St. 
2:26 A.M. 
David Edward Dietrich. 25. of 
Toledo, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/urinating in public in Lot 1. 
620 A.M. 
Twelve mailboxes were reported 
damaged within the 800 block of 
Sand Ridge Road. 
10:58 A.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time after 10 p.m. the two rear tires 
on his truck were damaged within 
the 1000 block of N. Main St. 
1:22 P.M. 
A complainant reported that a vehi- 
cle was keyed on the passenger side 
sometime after 6 p.m. within the 
100 block of Georgia Ave. Damage 
is estimated at $500. 
3:26 P.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time between 11 p.m. and 10:30 
a.m. unknown persons entered the 
complainant's apartment through 
an unlocked window, damaged the 
Ween and took two laptops, two'  - 
cameras and an Xbox 360 within* w 
tHe 900 block of Klotz Road.     ~ " 
11:17 P.M. 
Ian W. Youmans, 28, of Bowling 
Green, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/open burn within the 200 
block of Leroy Ave. 
11:39 PM. 
Sarah Elizabeth Whitney. 18. of 
Lambertville. Mich., was cited for lit- 
tering in public within the 700 block 
of N. Enterprise St. 
11:58 P.M. 
William M. Simoncic. 22, of 
Cleveland, and Matthew L. Rice. 23. 
of Bowling Green, were cited for 
open container of alcohol within the 
100 block of Troup Ave. 
SAT., JULY 16 
12:05 A.M. 
Stephan A. Vizina. 20, of Sylvania, 
was cited for possession of drug 
paraphernalia within the 300 block 
of E. Merry Ave. 
12:23 A.M. 
Erin Keaton. of Toledo, was cited for 
t* ONLINE: Go to bgvtews.com for the com- plete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. If 
you think an error has been made, call 
The BG News at 419-572-6966 
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FRIDAY MIGHT at Cla-Zet. the stage and dance floor was packed with people dancing as 925 Kiss FM DJ'd for the night. 
CLAZEL 
From Page 1 
November. 
"We want to bring in top artists for 
the younger demographic," he said. 
"We've done the research and there 
is a lack of unique, fresh entertain- 
ment for the millennia generatioa 
people 18 to early 30s." 
Mufleh approached Clear 
Channel Communications, KISS 
FM's parent company, in 2010 about 
starting Club Kiss at Cla-Zel. 
The Toledo-based station has 
been involved with Cla-Zel since 
November, said Dave Mazur, one of 
the DJs with KISS FM who is com- 
monly referred to as "Boomer." 
"The club is a lot like the radio sta- 
tion, we're targeting the same type of 
audience," Boomer said. 
Since Clear Channel and Cla-Zel 
began working together^ Mufleh 
safd They have^gone bajww Club 
Kiss and are working to create more 
entertainment for the region, includ- 
ing bringing in more top 40 pop con- 
certs, which they've previously done 
with performers like Wiz Khalifa and 
Drake. He said they hope to have one 
to two big concerts a semester. 
Mufleh and Clear Channel are 
also working as talent buyers for the 
Stroh Center, Mufleh said. 
"With the new Stroh Center, with 
the help of KISS FM, we want to cap- 
ture the vibe of great, hot artists and 
bring that into BG and northwest 
Ohio," he said. 
One of Muflch's goals is to cre- 
ate an overall positive impact on 
the city and nearby areas, he said. 
Cla-Zel frequently works with people 
in the community and students at 
the University by hosting a range of 
events and entertainment from fun- 
draisers to music festivals by student 
organizations such as LGBT to non- 
profit organizations, including the 
Red Cross with topics like women's 
health. It is also a popular night club 
that provides eclecticmusic aimed at 
entertaining, Mufleh" acrid, 
'■^teoomer said Cla'-Zel draws people 
from all over northwest Ohio and 
southeast Michigan as well as the 
University campus. 
"It's definitely one of the area's top 
premiere night clubs," he said. "Being 
in BG attracts the student body of 
BGSU to play and party with us." 
Cla-Zel gets busiest from 11:30 
p.m. to 12:15 am, Boomer said. 
"Generally I'll stay later because 
I'm having a good time," he said. 
Boomer said he helps with the 
music that Manny Marcelo, com- 
monly known as DI Manny, selects 
and mixes to create a party atmo- 
sphere. 
Szymanowski said that if you get 
to Cla-Zel past 12:30 a.m. on a Friday, 
the line is almost to the stop light at 
Wooster Street. You'll be waiting in 
line 15 to 20 minutes, she said, 
Szymanowski started going to Cla- 
Zel after a close friend took her there 
and introduced her to the regular 
crowd of people and friendly staff 
there, she said. 
"N« matter what we're doing we 
always1 eTUl l£> BrT.LT/.el," she said. 
"All of our friends end up going there. 
You always see someone you know, 
always." 
HEAT 
From Page 1 
Today's temperature is the hot- 
test on this date in five years, and 
Bowling Green is not alone in its 
misery. The Midwest is facing a heat 
wave; Illinois and Wisconsin were 
issued "excessive heat warnings" 
by the National Weather Service, 
according to MSNBC.com. With 
that in mind, The BG Newsstaffhas 
compiled five options to keep cool 
until Mother Nature calms down. 
1. TAKE A DIP 
The Student Recreation Center 
opens its doors for the hottest hours 
of the day, and people don't need 
to be motivated to exercise to enjoy 
its benefits. The two pools allow for 
people to relax on top of the water 
as well as swim a few laps and test 
their prowess on the diving boards. 
The health benefits from diving 
into this opportunity outweigh the 
alternative of staying inside on the 
couch all day. 
2. FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH 
Running through the fountains 
in front of the Administration 
Building might not be permitted, 
but it's another fun way to keep 
your cool, especially if there isn't 
enough time between classes to 
squeeze in a visit to the pool. 
3. READ A BOOK 
If summer classes are a top prior- 
ity, Jerome Library offers a respite 
from the sun in between periods. 
The seventh floor allows food and 
drink while students study or sim- 
ply enjoy the pleasure of reading a 
good book. 
4. DRINK UP 
Students can find an array of 
possibilities for cooling down. The 
Falcon's Nest Food Court offers 
Jamba Juice smoothies to delight 
the sweet tooth as well as appeal to 
health by offering light smoothies. 
5. FEATURE 
Students seeking respite from 
their hot classrooms can find it in an 
air conditioned movie theater at the 
Woodland Mall, all while enjoying 
the latest Hollywood has to offer. 
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Preferred 
Properties Co. 
Find A Place To Call Home 
www.prelerredproperliesco.com 
MANE YOUI HOME AT: 
Fox Run Apts 
Piedmont Apts 
Sirchwood 'smot (MI alknnw) 
I Bedroom & Efficiency Houses 
omcfHoims 
MorvFrt:IM30 
SWS MtpuS 
418-352-0378 
mm 
VILLAGE 
A    P   ARTMENTS 
* 1 +2 BR 
Apartments Available * 
* Semester Leases* 
* Minutes from BGSU * 
• Pet friendly community * 
* Utilities included* 
lAUtttttfrlWI 
Located at 
It   & apoleon Ruadtf^h 
in Boi  lint  Grten    l£l 
T -2. 2-2' II 
UPTOWN 
THEME 
Mon. -Wed. :9 PM - 2 AM 
Thurs.   -  Sat.   10 PM -2AM 
flft) ^FOLLOW US 
MONDAY NIGHTS TUESDAY NIGHTS 
Retro, New Wave, High Energy 
80s and 90s Dance Rarty 
S1.50 Well Drinks Featuring Two Drag Shows 
S2.00 Bud Select Bottles S2.00 Coors Light Bottles 
Free Pool 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 
REWIRED 
Dark R.ivc, Gothic Rock A lnrluslri.il Music 
S3.00 Jack Daniels 
S4.00 PBR Pitchers 
THURSDAY NIGHTS 
Latest Top 40 
R&B and Hip-Hop Music 
$2.00 Bud X Bud Light Bottles 
S2.00 ALL MIXED SHOTS 
S3.00 Long Islands NO COYER . 18 AND OVER 
SPORTS 
WS/Df SPORTS: 
VmDt Walk's Fin* 
Hockey Notes 
Women's WoHd Cup 
Wednesday. July 20,2011 3 
2WednBday.JJy20.20H 
FRIDAY NIGHTS 
10 PM til 2:30 AM 
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SATURDAY 
-3,6,5 DRINK SPECIALS- . 
lp.      DJ MANNY 
18 & Up* 21 & over FREE 
clazel.net * facebook.com/clazel 
■"mi $3 Pitchers/Beer! S6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink! 
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs! 
BLOTTER 
FRL, JULY 15 
240 A.M. 
Joshua G. Vanausdale. 34. of 
Bowling Green, and Jordan J. 
Vanausdale. 23. of Napoleon, were 
arrested for assault and aggra- 
vated burglary neai Elm Street 
and Scott Hamilton Avenue They 
were lodged at ihe Wood County 
Justice Center 
6 21A.M. 
A complainant repotted that some- 
time between 8pm and 630 a.m 
an unknown person stole a gas grill 
from the side of a house within the 
200 block of Troup Ave 
8:07 AM. 
: iplainant reported graf- 
fiti on the electrical box near the 
Huntmgton Bank parking lot near 
Clough and South Mam streets. 
10:17 A.M. 
A complainant reported that dam- 
ago was done to his vehicle some- 
time between Tuesday and Friday 
within the 200 block of E Napoleon 
Road  The left fender and trunk 
were damaged. 
V46PM 
imant r< ported his tablet 
taken from the Waffle House some- 
i.m. and 1 p.m. after 
he left work because he was sick 
3 06 PM 
Andrew J  Straley, 24.of Bowling 
Green, was cited for driving under 
suspension/drug offense within the 
BOO block of 1 hird Street 
316 P.M. 
A pedestrian was struck by a 
vehicle near South Main and 
Clough streets and transported to 
the Wood County Hospital by the 
Bowling Green Fire Division 
■ 
Darin D Deitrich, 50 r di**ft*ile.M 
Ohio, was cited foi t^hM^JV.iy       . * 
pedestrian in crosswalk near South 
md Clough si 
339 PM 
A con . . oited lhat a bike 
.-. *    .tolen fiom the bike rack out- 
side the Math Building 
425 PM 
A complainant repotted that some- 
one knocked her flower pots off het 
potch and that someone is taking 
pictures of her residence within the 
200 block of Ttoup Ave. 
5 49PM 
A complainant reported a vehicle 
was egged and keyed last night 
between 9 30 to 10 p m within the 
^>00 block of S Summit St. 
driving while undet suspension and 
one headlight on East Woostet 
12:25 A.M. 
Ross Z. O'Brien. 18, of Perrysburg. 
was cited for underage possession 
of alcohol within the 200 block of 
N  Mam St. 
118 A.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time in the previous hour, while 
the complainant was away from 
the residence, unknown subjects 
knocked over the complainant's 
bask, -tball hoop within the 300 
block of Parkview Dr. 
126A.M. 
James Richard Bohne. 18. was cited 
(or disorderly conduct/public urina- 
tion within the 100 block of N Main 
St 
2:26 A.M. 
David Edward Dietrich. 25. of 
Toledo, was cited for disorderly 
conduct/urinating in public in Lot 1 
620 A.M. 
Twelve mailboxes were reported 
damaged within the 800 block of 
Sand Ridge Road. 
1058 A.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time after 10 pm. the two rear tin 
on his truck were damaged within 
the 1000 block of N. Main St. 
1:22 PM 
A complainant reported that a vehi- 
cle was keyed on the passenger side 
sometime after 6 p.m. within the 
100 block of Georgia Ave. Damage 
is estimated at $500 
3:26 P.M. 
A complainant reported that some- 
time between 11 pm. and 10:30 
a m. unknown persons entered the 
complainants apartment through 
an unlocked window, damaged the 
Icreen and took two laptops, two   - 
cameras and an Xbox 360 within  *~ 
trte 900 block of Klotz Road. 
11:17 P.M. 
Ian W Youmans. 28. of Bowling 
. was cited for disorderly 
conduct/open bum within the 200 
block of Leroy Ave. 
1139 P.M. 
Sarah Elizabeth Whitney. 18. of 
Lambertville. Mich . was cited for lit- 
tering in public within the 700 block 
of N  Enterprise St 
11:58 P.M. 
William M  Simoncic. 22. of 
Cleveland, and Matthew L. Rice. 23. 
of Bowling Green, were cited for 
open container of alcohol within the 
100 block of Troup Ave. 
SAT., JULY 16 
1205 A.M. 
Stephan A Vizina. 20. of Sylvania. 
was cited for possession of drug 
paraphernalia within the 300 block 
of E. Merry Ave. 
12:23AM 
Enn Keaton, of Toledo, was cited for 
k ONLINE: Go to bgwiewscom foe the com- plete blotter list 
CORRECTION 
POLICY 
We want to correct all factual errors. If 
you think an error has been made, call 
The BG News at 419-572-6966. 
LAUREN POfF 
FRIDAY NIGHT al Cla-Zel. the stage and dance floor was packed with people dancing as 92.5 Kiss FM DJ'd for the night 
CLA-ZEL 
From I 
November. 
'We want to bring in lop artists for 
tho younger demographic'1 he said. 
"We've done the research and there 
is a lack of unique, fresh entertain- 
ment for the millennia generation. 
people in locally:ttis." 
Muflell      approached      (Meat 
channel Communications, Kiss 
FM's parent company, in 2010 about 
starting dub Kiss at Cla-Zel. 
Ihe [bledo-based station has 
been involved with Cla-Zel since 
November! said Dave Mazur, one of 
the l)]s with Kiss IM who is com- 
monly referred to as "Boomer." 
" I he club is a lot like the radio sta- 
tion, we're targeting the same type i >l 
audience.'' ISoomcr said. 
Since (Dear < 'liannel and Cla-Zel 
began winking together^, Miifleh 
said they have gone buyTlhd Club 
Kiss and are working to crealc more 
entertainment lor the region, includ- 
ing bringing in mi ire ti ip 4(1 pc ip cc m- 
certs, which they've previously done 
with performers like Wiz Khalifa and 
Drake. I le said they hope to have one 
to two big concerts a semester. 
Muflell and Clear Channel are 
also working as talent buyers for the 
Stroh Center. Muflell said. 
"With the new Stroh Center, with 
the help i if KISS I'M, we want to cap- 
ture the vibe of great, hoi artists and 
bring lhat into BG and northwest 
Ohio," he said 
One of Muflch's goals is to cre- 
ate an overall positive impact on 
the city and nearby areas, he said. 
Cla-Zel frequently works with people 
in the community and students at 
the University by hosting a range of 
events and entertainment from fun- 
draisers to music festivals by student 
organizations such as LGBT to nmi- 
ptofit organizations, including the 
lied Cross with topics like women's 
health. It is also a popular night club 
thai providesecleclicmusicaimed at 
cufertaining. Mullen said. 
- "♦Boomer said (ila-Zel draws people 
from all over northwest Ohio and 
southeast Michigan as well as the 
University campus. 
"It's definitely one of the area's top 
premierenighlclubs."hesaid, iteing 
in BG attracts the student body of 
BGSU to play and party with us." 
Cla-Zel gets busiest from 11:30 
p.m. to 12:15 a.m.. Boomer said. 
"Generally I'll stay later because 
I'm having a good lime," he said. 
Hoomei said he helps with the 
music that Manny Marcelo, com 
monly known as l» Manny, selects 
and mixes to create a party atmo 
sphere. 
Szymanowaki said that if you get 
toCla-Zelpast 12:111 a.m. on a Friday, 
the line is almost In the slop light al 
Wbostet Street. You'll be wailing in 
line 15 to 20 minutes, she said. 
S/.ymanow ski siarted going to Cla- 
Zel after a close friend took her there 
and introduced her to the regular 
crowd of people and friendly stall 
there, she said. 
"Mo niattci wlial we're doing we 
alwijy^ Wd uj> tw (.la-Zel." she said 
"All of our friends end up going there 
Ybu always see someone you know, 
always 
HEAT 
From Page 1 
today's temperature is the hot- 
test on this date in five years, and 
Howling Green is not alone in its 
misery. 1 heMidwesi isfacingaheat 
wave; Illinois and Wisconsin were 
issued "excessive heat warnings 
by the National Weather Service, 
according to MSNHC.com. With 
that in mind, Ihe BC> News staff has 
compiled five options to keep cool 
until Mother Nature calms down. 
1. TAKE A DIP 
Ihe Student Recreation Center 
opens its doors for the hottest hours 
of ihe day. and people don't need 
to be motivated to exercise to enjoy 
its benefits. The two pools allow for 
people to relax on top of the water 
as well as swim a few laps and test 
their prowess on the diving boards. 
The health benefits from diving 
into this opportunity outweigh the 
alternative of staying inside on the 
couch all day. 
2. FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH 
Running through the fountains 
in front of the Administration 
Building might not be permitted, 
but it's another fun way to keep 
your cool, especially if there isn't 
enough time between classes to 
squeeze in a visit to the pool. 
3. READ A BOOK 
If summer classes tire a top prior- 
ity, Jerome Library offers a respite 
from the sun in between periods. 
Tho seventh floor allows food and 
drink while students study or sim- 
ply enjoy the pleasure of reading a 
good book. 
4. DRINK UP 
Students can find an array of 
possibilities for (Doling down. The 
Falcon's Nest Food Court offers 
lamba luice smoothies to delighl 
the sweet tooth as well as appeal to 
healt h by offering light smoothies. 
5. FEATURE 
Students seeking respite from 
their hot classrooms can find it in an 
air conditioned movie theater at the 
Woodland Mall, all while enjoying 
I he latest 11c illy w i ic id has to t iffer. 
NIB mi 
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APARTMENtS 
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Apartments Available • 
• Semester Leases • 
• Minutes from BGSU . 
•: Pet friendly community • 
* Utilities included • 
• Aii'iOl-^E'lAL ! 
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UPTOWN 
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Mon. - Wed. :9 PM -2 AM 
Thurs.  - Sat.  10 PM -2AM 
O0^ FOLLOW US 
MONDAY NIGHTS .TUESDAY NIGHTS 
Retro, New Wave,        High Energy 
80s and 90s Dance Party 
$1.50 Well Drinks Featuring Two Drag Shows 
$2.00 Bud Select Bottles $2.00 Coors Light Bottles 
Free Pool $3.00 Long Islands 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 
REWIRED 
Dark Rave, Gothic Rock & Industrial Music 
$3.00 Jack Daniels 
$4.00 PBR Pitchers 
THURSDAY NIGHTS 
Latest Top 40 
R&B and Hip-Hop Music 
S2.00 Bud & Bud Light Bottles 
S2.00 ALL MIXED SHOTS 
NO COVER . 18 AND OVER 
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CORRECTION 
POLICY 
ml to correct all factual errors II 
you think an eiror has been made, call 
UUPfNPOFF 
FRIDAYNIGHT it I 'Mage and dance floor was paded with people dancing as 925 Kiss FMDJ'd for the night 
CLA-ZEL 
From I 
November. 
'We warn 10 bring in lop artists foi 
the younger demographic," he said 
"We've done the research and there 
is a lack ill unique, fresh entertain 
incut for the millennia generation, 
people I" loearly/30s." 
Mufleh approached Cleai 
Channel Communications, KISS 
I M'sparem company, in 2010 about 
starting Club Kiss at (3a /el. 
Hie loledo-based station has 
been involved with Cla-Zel since 
November, said Dave Ma/m. one ol 
the DIs with kiss I \i who is com 
mi ink referred to as Boomei 
I he club is a Ini like the radiosta 
lion, we're targeting the same type ol 
audience.' Hoomei said. 
Since < leal Channel and Cla-Zel 
began winking together. Mufleh 
said they have pine hi-Mul Qub 
kiss .md are working to crtSatemore 
entertainmeni for the region, includ- 
ing bringing in more lop 40 pop con 
certs, which they've previously clone 
with performers like Wtz Khalifa and 
I Irake, I le said they hope In have one 
to two big concerts a semestei 
Mtilleh and Clear Channel are 
also working as talent buyers for the 
Stroh Center, Mufleh said. 
"With the new Stroh I enter, with 
the help ill kISS I M, we want In cap 
lure the vihe nl great. Inn artists and 
bring that into BG and northwest 
t )hio,"hesaid 
(lire n| Mullen's goals is In cre- 
ate an overall positive impact on 
tin- cii\ anil nearby areas, he said 
( la Zel frequently works with people 
in the community and students at 
the University by hosting a range of 
events and entertainmeni from fun 
draisers to music festivals In, student 
organizations such as it,it! lonon 
profit organizations, including the 
Red Cross with topics like women's 
health It is also a popular night club 
that provides eclectic music aimed ai 
etnertaining, Muflen said, 
■ "fBoomei said Qa-Zel draws people 
from all ovei northwest Ohio and 
southeasl Michigan as well as the 
University campus. 
"It's definitely one of the area's top 
premiere night dubs,''he said. "Being 
in BG attracts the student body ol 
HdSI I In play and parly with us." 
Qa-Zel gels busiest from 1130 
p.m. in 12:15a.m., Boomei said 
"Generally I'll stay later because 
I'mhavingagood time," he said. 
Boomei said he helps with the 
music that Manny Marcelo, conv 
monh known .i- I>l Manny, selects 
and mixes to create a part) atmo 
sphere. 
Szymanowski said that if you get 
mi |a /elpast 12:30a.m.onaI ridaj 
the line is almost to the stop light ai 
Wbostei Street. You'll be waiting in 
line 15 to20minutes, she said. 
Szymanowski started goingtol la 
/.el aftei a dose friend took her there 
and introduced hei m the regular 
crowd nl people and friendly staff 
there, she said. 
,\u mattei what were doing we 
ahvaVi end u,i at flfi /el." she said. 
"All i il i HIT friends end upgi ringthere 
You always see someone you know. 
always 
HEAT 
From Page 1 
today's temperature is the hot- 
test mi this date in five years, and 
Bowling Green is noi alone in iis 
misery. I he Midwest is lacinga heat 
wave; Illinois and Wisconsin were 
issued "excessive heat warnings" 
In the National Weather Service, 
according lo MSNBC.com, With 
that in mind, fheBG News staff has 
compiled live options to keep cool 
until Mm her Nature calms down, 
1. TAKE A DIP 
I'he Student Recreation Ccntei 
opens its doors tin the hottest hours 
nl the day. and people don't need 
to be motivated to exercise loenjoj 
its benefits. The two pools allow for 
people in relax on top nl the water 
as well as swim a few laps anil test 
then prowess on the diving boards 
I he health benefits from diving 
into this opportunity outweigh the 
alternative ol staying inside on the 
couch all day, 
2. FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH 
Running through the fountains 
irr front of the Administration 
Building might not be permitted, 
but it's another fun way to keep 
your cool, especially if there isn't 
enough time between classes tn 
Squeeze in a visit In the pool. 
3. READ A BOOK 
II summer classes are a top prior 
iiy, ferome Library offers a respite 
from the sun in between periods. 
Hie seventh floor allows food and 
drink while students stuily nt sun 
plj enjoy the pleasure ol reading a 
gnnd bunk. 
4. DRINK UP 
Students can find an arras ol 
possibilities I'm cooling down, I he 
I alcon's Nest I ood t ourt offers 
lamba luice smoothies lo delighl 
the sweel tooth as well as appeal In 
health by offering light smoothies. 
5. FEATURE 
Students   seeking  respite  from 
their Inn classrooms can find ii in an 
air conditioned movie theater at the 
Woodland Mall, all while enjoying 
I he latest I Ii illvwood has to I it lei 
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Apartments Available ■ 
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UPTOWN 
THEME NIGHTS 
Mon. -Wed. :9 PM -2 AM 
Thurs.  ■ Sat.  10PM -2AM 
O0C» FOLLOW US 
MONDAY NIGHTS 
Retro, New Wave, 
80s and 90s 
$1.50 Well Drinks 
.TUESDAY NIGHTS 
High Energy 
Dance Party 
Featuring Two Drag Shows 
$2.00 Bud Select Bottles    $2.00 Coors Light Bottles 
Free Pool $3.00 Long Islands 
WEDNESDAY NIGHTS 
REWIRED 
Dark Rav«, Gothic Rock A Industrial Music 
$3.00 Jack Daniels 
$4.00 PBR Pitchers 
THURSDAY NIGHTS 
Latest Top 40 
R&B and Hip-Hop Music 
$2.00 Bud & Bud Light Bottles 
$2.00 ALL MIXED SHOTS 
NO COVER • 18 AND OVER 
SPORTS 
Itl'M SPORTS: 
VanDeW.llesFirule 
Hockey Now, 
Women's WoHd Cup 
Wednesday July 20.2011 3 
to^^L ^^^ 
FORUM "We've done the research and there is a lack of unique, fresh entertainment for the millennia generation, people 18 to early 30s." - Owner Ammar Mufleh on the Cla-Zel bringing music to a younger demographic [see story, pg. 1]. Wednesday. July 20.2011 4 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET  What would your dream internship be? 
._ work for a high "._ working in a 
fashion designer. recreation center 
helping them I          I for people with dis- design their line" abilities" 
AMANDA DOTSON. 
ABBIE WOODS. Senior. 
Senior. ^K    . Developmental 
Special Education \nwi disabilities 
"Work at Oprah's 
all girl school" 
ANGEL 
EDWARDS, 
Senior, 
HDFS 
"Work for a large 
commercial bank in 
a big city" 
JOSHECKERT. 
Junior, 
Management and 
Finance 
I* VISIT US AT BGNEWS.COM 
Have your own take on 
today's People On The 
Street? Or a suggestion for 
a question? Give us your 
feedback at bgnews.com 
Internships provide 
experience at a cost 
A JONATHAN KEILHOU 
The University urges students 
to support their educations 
with internships. From jour- 
nalism to dietetics, depart- 
ments offer hundreds of 
opportunities that—accord- 
ing to the University—will 
help in the future. 
And it's true. Ask profes- 
sionals in any field, and 
they will encourage you to 
network with workers and 
get hands-on experience. 
Interning gives students an 
opportunity to do both. 
So at the end of spring 
semester, I emailed my local 
news station. Rated number 
one in Cincinnati, I saw Ixical 
12 News WKRC-TVasa bridge 
to a successful news career. 
Alumni Chris and Angela 
Hursh work at Local 12 News. 
Together with Bob Jones, they 
founded BG24 News. Plus, 
alum Dan Spehler is the new- 
est news reporter at Local 12. 
It's safe to say l-'alcon blood 
runs rampant through the 
station's veins. 
After an interview with the 
operations manager, I was 
told 1 got the internship. 1 
was thrilled. However. I was 
told I needed to make sure 
I received school credit. The 
operations manager said it 
was a requirement of the law. 
I assumed it was because 
I wasn't being paid, which I 
was comfortable with. At this 
stage, 1 felt the experience 
and connections were more 
important than a paycheck. 
So 1 emailed my telecom- 
munications adviser and after 
some paperwork I was signed 
up for a one-credit internship. 
After two weeks of running 
around with reporters, learn- 
ing how to write stories and 
cutting video, I discovered 
something unexpected on 
my bursar account: $424 was 
charged for one credit hour. 
I understood not being 
paid but paying $424 
seemed strange. Local 12 is 
three hours away from the 
University. There are no 
classrooms or instructors 
involved. Besides the paper- 
work 1 paid to fax. the school 
has nothing to do with my 
learning process. I was con- 
fused. Why did I need to pay 
$424 to the University when 
the people helping me are 
at the station? If anything, I 
thought, Local 12 should've 
gotten that money. 
That's when 1 got in contact 
with the telecommunications 
department. 
"There is no classroom, 
but for some internships we 
do hire a faculty adviser and 
an engineer to maintain the 
equipment and facilities," 
someone from the depart- 
ment said. "The internship 
coordinator has to work with 
your internship supervisor to 
get their feedback and assess- 
ment of your performance so 
that it is a meaningful learn- 
ing experience." 
But is $424 necessary to 
"assess my performance"? 
"Of course, you can say the 
cost should be lower than a 
regular course," the depart- 
ment said. "But this is the 
same across the University." 
My somewhat unresolved 
solution: that's just the way 
it is. Nothing will change 
anytime soon. But for those 
of you planning to intern 
in the future, the depart- 
ment told me scholarships 
are the best solution. 
"Plan early and apply to 
the student development 
fund early," the depart- 
ment said. "All the devel- 
opment fund applications 
must be processed during 
the regular semester." 
Don't forget, many 
departments—like tele- 
communications—require 
students to do a one-credit 
internship. So make sure 
you budget accordingly. 
I know, I know: more money 
coming out of your wallet, 
right? But now at the end of my 
internship, I have to admit, 
it's perhaps the best $424 I've 
(well, my parents have) ever 
spent. The University is right. 
Internships are vital to your 
future. They will either help 
you network and learn or help 
you realize that your calling is 
something else. 
Local 12 News helped me 
learn about both my future 
and myself. Discovering that I 
am on the right path has been 
worth every penny. 
Respond to Jonathan at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or 
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the 
editor: 
■ Email us at thenews@bgnevvs.com. 
■ Call us at 419-372-6966. 
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall. 
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this 
page 
City housing laws confine living options, 
unfair to students, independent landlords 
As I walked home from class 
on a Friday afternoon, my 
mind drifted to the week- 
end festivities that were to 
come. After blocks of vivid 
day dreaming, I reached my 
doorstep and punched in the 
code to my electronic lock, 
entering the house. I quick- 
ly felt the mood shift as my 
roommates approached me 
with worried faces. 
They told me that a code 
enforcement official from 
the city had just left and the 
city knew we were break- 
ing the zoning ordinance 
that limited houses to only 
three non-related residents 
per household. My biggest 
fear had come true and now 
with just one month left of 
school, three people living in 
our house were being forced 
to move out. The house 
where we all shared count- 
less great memories in had 
seven bedrooms and three 
bathrooms. According to the 
city however, we were only 
allowed to fill three of those 
bedrooms. We did not feel 
as if we were committing 
any crimes or breaking any 
laws but that the city was 
committing something of a 
crime against us. 
Why is it that a seven bed- 
room house can only hold 
three non-related residents? 
Why is it illegal for my land- 
lord to fill these extra rooms? 
While I do not disagree 
with the idea of limiting a 
household to a certain num- 
ber of people, 1 do disagree 
with the current limit of 
three. Instead of just limit- 
ing each house to three 
residents, why not make it 
depend on the size of the 
house, such as the bedroom 
to bathroom ratio? 
I propose something along 
the lines of: for each full bath- 
room, a house is permitted to 
hold three residents if there 
are enough bedrooms to 
accommodate each resident. 
In other words, in my 
house the maximum num- 
ber of residents would 
be six, as we have two full 
bathrooms and seven avail- 
able bedrooms. Splitting 
costs between six residents 
would surely help out col- 
lege students. Additionally, 
this system would benefit 
landlords, making bigger 
houses more appealing to 
potential renters. 
There is also an issue about 
the current three-person 
ordinance that I would like 
to call into question. Why is 
that certain companies in 
town are exempt from this 
ordinance? Some big name 
property owners in town are 
allowed to house four or more 
people in their properties. If 
my landlord were to sell his 
property to a big name real- 
tor, then more students may 
be able to live there. 
How is that fair? Is this the 
city's way of acknowledging 
how unjust and broken this 
ordinance is? The ordinance 
in no way seems ethical, and 
almost supports a housing 
monopoly in Bowling Green. 
Small independent landlords 
don't stand a chance at com- 
peting against the competi- 
tion, when competitors don't 
have to follow the same rules 
and guidelines. 
To counteract this, most 
independent landlords just 
look the other way when it 
comes to how many resi- 
dents are living in their prop- 
erties. Years ago I spoke to a 
landlord (who shall remain 
nameless) who said that he 
didn't care how many people 
lived in his property as long 
as they paid rent. 
My friends who live 
throughout town have also 
told me their landlords do 
this. These examples fur- 
ther illustrate the broken 
ordinance. In the end it is 
you. the students, who pay 
the price for this ordinance. 
You either pay more money 
for rent and utilities, or break 
the ordiance and risk paying 
hundreds of dollars in fines. 
Respond to Byron at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
All deserve love 
regardless of class 
1 came home from work to 
the news: he's coming! 
My second oldest sister 
rushed my oldest sister to the 
hospital followed shortly by 
my brother-in-law. 
I woke to the usual il.uk 
and quiet morning, being the 
first to rise and go to woric 
before the house and streets 
were filled with activity. This 
morning seemed all the more 
quiet because of the unan- 
swered question I had no one 
to ask is my nephew bom? 
I went to woric and received 
permission to leave eariy in 
order to make a two-hour 
drive with my family to visit 
the new parents and the baby. 
Before leaving I asked a co- 
worker for prayers, and she 
spread the word as I went out 
into the bright morning antic- 
ipating the news. 
We arrived in the hospital 
20 minutes after the birth and 
22 hours after labor began. A 
couple hours later we entered 
the room and met the young- 
est member of our family. 
Have you ever seen or 
experienced the joy of a new 
mother? My sister smiled as 
she looked at her son, all her 
pain forgotten. I lave you ever 
held a newborn child? 
I was a little afraid to hold 
my nephew; he is so vulner- 
able and fragile, and yet so 
trusting. Most of us who held 
him were more afraid than he 
was. That is, we were afraid 
of harming him, and he was 
peacefully sleeping 
We all watched him as 
he slept and made faces 
and when he lay awake 
and stretched in the new 
open space. And we loved 
him. We love him so much, 
just for existing. 
In light of all this, it seems 
strange to consider how often 
people are judged based on 
wealth, appearance, intelli- 
gence, skill or other factors. 
People are considered more 
SeeMEDEL|Page8 
Republicans attack 
poor, middle class 
This is the ninth column 
I have written for The BG 
News and in many of those 
I have talked about how 
the Republican Party is 
harming poor and working 
class people. I would like 
to let everyone know why 
this theme reoccurs in my 
columns so often. 
It is because poor and 
working class people are 
disproportionately under- 
represented in the media. It 
makes sense this would be 
the case because blue col- 
lar people do not ordinarily 
own or routinely have access 
to media outlets. I know 
there are two sides (and 
sometimes more) to every 
political issue, but the side of 
the issue I am commenting 
on is the one that is routinely 
overlooked and ignored by 
many in mainstream media. 
All that having been said. 
this week I want to tell you 
that the Republicans in U.S. 
Congress are intentionally 
trying to halt any possible 
economic recovery for our 
country. 
In fact, they would like 
nothing more than to see 
the U.S. economy go even 
farther down the toilet than 
it already has. The more 
you and I have to pay to 
fill up our gas tanks, the 
bigger the smiles are on 
the faces of congressio- 
nal Republicans and their 
political strategists. 
This is because the 
Republicans believe the 
worse the economy is next 
year—a presidential election 
year—the more likely you are 
to vote for their candidate. 
You as voters in Ohio, a state 
that is often very important 
in determining the outcome 
of presidential elections, 
must not be fooled. 
It is important that 
you realize a return to a 
Republican     presidential 
SeeTHACKER|Page8 
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KARI GALEN, Middle hitler for the Falcons hits the ball past two front row players for Toledo dunng a match last season 
Van De Walle begins final year of 
coaching volleyball after 29 seasons 
ByNfckMarlow 
Reporter 
Drain Van De Walk is the 
quintessential veteran with 
successes as a volleyball coach 
resonating throughout not 
only the collegiate volleyball 
community but the whole vol- 
leyball community. 
Entering her 29th sea- 
son as HG's head volleyball 
coach, Van Di Walle has put 
together quite the resume: 
she has led her teams to three 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships, two MAC- 
East Division Championships, 
a MAC tournament champi- 
onship, an NCAA appearance 
and a second place finish in 
the 1992 National Invitational 
Championships. 
In the last 25 years Van De 
Walle has had 14 seasons with 
20-plus wins—including a 
30-win campaign in 1992—to 
go along with only six losing 
seasons. With 508 wins, Van 
De Walle is the all-time win- 
ningest coach in the history 
of the MAC: and has won the 
Coach of the Year award four 
| 
Denise 
Van De Walle 
BGSU 
Volleyball Coach 
times. 
In 2009. she reached the 
prestigious 500-win landmark 
in style, upsetting archrival 
It iledo ina five-set match dur- 
ing the MAC Tournament. 
Van De Walle has moon- 
lighted as a coach at several 
other levels during her career 
at BG as well. 
In 1995 and 1996 she 
coached the Athletes In 
Action—an organization 
which promotes athletics 
and Christianity—teams 
which toured internation- 
ally, posting a combined 
18-3 record. AIA teams 
feature both college and 
professional players. 
As assistant coach, Van 
De Walle helped guide the 
2004 and 2008 USA Women's 
National Sitting Volleyball 
Teams to bronze and silver 
finishes at the Paralympics, 
which are games for the dis- 
abled that act as a supplement 
to the Olympics. 
She was also set to coach 
the 1992 U.S. Junior National 
Women's Volleyball Team at 
the World Championships in 
Santo Domingo, Dominican 
Republic, but the U.S. was 
unable to compete. 
While she enjoys her coach- 
ing experiences • outside the 
collegiate level, she admittedly 
misses her BG players. 
"She cares a lot about 
each of her players and 
we respect her... We have 
a good time on and off 
the court," said team co- 
captain Emily Kauth. 
T have learned a lot not just 
as a volleyball player but have 
been taught a lot of life lessons 
by her in becoming a better 
person," said left-side hitter 
Lindsey Butterfiekl. 
Van De Walle is not just 
in the coaching business to 
make winners of her players 
on the court but off the court 
too. Her recruiting approach 
caters to this philosophy as 
she makes an effort to recruit 
student-athletes rather than 
purely good athletes. 
"I have made it a practice 
to recruit the whole pack- 
age," Van De Walle said. "It's 
not just about how high she 
jumps and how hard she can 
hit a ball. There's far more to 
being a DI athlete than that. 
Her commitment to aca- 
demics in high school speaks 
volumes to me.' 
The approach seems to 
work as, along with the on- 
court accomplishments, 
her teams have received the 
AVCA/Came Plan National 
Academic Award ten times, 
once posting the highest GPA 
as a team in the nation. The 
volleyball team has had the 
highest CiPA of all sports on 
campus the last six of 10 years. 
However, all good things 
must come to an end. 
Van De Walle has decided 
this coming season will be 
her last as she will be mov- 
ing back to her hometown of 
South Bend, Ind„ to take care 
of her mother. While she said 
the decision was tough, she 
knew it was the right one. 
She plans to stay involved 
in the sport by giving private 
lessons to kids and acting as 
a resource for other coaches. 
"It's a tough profession 
with not a lot of places/peo- 
ple to turn to for advice and 
sharing thoughts," Van De 
Walle said. "1 have a lot of 
experience. I've learned a 
lot over my career here [at 
the University] that 1 would 
love to pass on." 
Though Van De Walle will 
continue to make her mark as 
an ambassador of the game 
during retirement, she is going 
to miss coaching. 
"1 will definitely miss the 
players and all the fun times 
I've had with them my entire 
career," Van De Walle said. T 
have loved all my teams. I'll 
miss the highs that come with 
a big win. Coaching is like no 
other profession I can think of. 
It's addicting. The highs and 
lows are like no other. There 
isn't a way to explain the high 
you get from pulling off a big 
win or upset or having that 
special season where you win 
20-30 matches." 
Hockey prepares for new conferences, arena renovations 
BYRON MACK I PHOIO EDITOR 
MARC RODRIGUEZ, Forward for the Falcons, 
gains possession of the puck and eyes the goal dunng 
a game against the Lake Superior Lakers last season 
The Fakons won the game 2-1. 
By Ryan Satkowiak 
Sports Editor 
Another loss in the Central Collegiate 
I lockey Association over the weekend 
has the remaining teams in the league- 
on high alert. 
Northern Michigan left the league 
to rejoin the Western Collegiate 
Hockey Association, a league it origi- 
nally left in 1997 to join the a HA. 
Now there are only six teams 
remaining in the CCHA. Head coach 
Chris Bergeron said that the team has 
several options regarding where they 
will play hockey once the new leagues 
start in 2013. 
"The bottom line of our plan is to 
end up in a league that is best for 
Bowling Green hockey moving for- 
ward," Bergeron said. "We want to 
play hockey at the highest level and 
we're committed to that." 
Bergeron called the recent develop- 
ments "disappointing" and that the 
formation of the National Collegiate 
Hockey Conference was something 
few were expecting. 
"It started with the Big Ten, but 
they were up front and honest 
about that, and all of the sudden 
that brought a lot of change when 
not a lot of people thought there 
would be change," he said. 
Bergeron said that the Athletic 
Department has a plan in place to 
evaluate the program's options, and 
that they will make a decision "when 
they have to." 
Stepping up 
Spending much of last season as 
the team's top-line center, BG hockey 
forward Marc Rodriguez is expected 
to continue to increase his production 
this season. 
As a guy who Bergeron said can 
play in all situations, Rodriguez will 
likely see prime minutes for the 
Falcons this season. 
"He was probably one of our more 
consistent players for the year [in 2010- 
11]," Bergeron said. "The variance 
between a good game and a bad game 
from him was as small as anyone we 
had on the team." 
He is the team's third-highest 
scorer among returning players, 
notching 15 points in 40 games dur- 
ing his sophomore season last year. 
That was an increase of 10 points 
from his freshman season, where he 
had 5 points in 34 games. 
"I played in a bunch of different 
situations last year, and I expect to do 
that again... I don't think it would be 
smart to go into the season and expect 
any less," Rodriguez said. 
Not only will he be expected to 
contribute offensively, but Bergeron 
also expects him to be a factor in the 
defensive zone as well. 
"I think Marc's at his best when he 
is playing physical," Bergeron said. "I 
think that there are more layers to 
his game than even he thought there 
were coming out of junior hockey. 
"We expect him to chip in 
offensively and to be one out our 
better penalty killers, and 1 do 
think he can be a guy we put out 
there in any situation." 
Rodriguez said he has spent the 
summer working on strength and 
conditioning, and plans to aggres- 
sively work on improving his faceoffs 
once the team starts skating. 
"I think that my production 
dropped off to the end of last season, 
and a lot of that was due to my condi- 
tioning, so I spent the summer work- 
ing on that," Rodriguez said. "And I 
want to work on my faceoffs too, I 
want to be the guy to take a big defen- 
sive zone faceoff at the end of a game." 
Nearly complete 
The renovations the BGSU Ice 
Arena underwent the last six weeks 
are almost finished, and a new sheet 
of ice has been laid out 
Bergeron is happy with how 
the changes look, and thinks 
it will give visitors a good first 
impression of things. 
"It has a more open, more mod- 
ern look, and I think that it will be 
so much more welcoming," Bergeron 
said. "The people here have always 
been great, now the surroundings 
around them will be great as well." 
Japan 
defeats U.S. 
for Women's 
World Cup 
Sometimes a little faith goes 
a long way. 
Faith is what Japan had 
on their side when taking 
the Women's World Cup by 
storm Sunday. 
With a game tied at two 
in regulation play, the game 
went through two rounds of 
penalty kicks before Japan 
rose successful. 
"We wanted to use this 
opportunity to thank 
the people back home for 
the support that has been 
given," said Coach Norio 
Sasaki in commentary 
before the game. 
After each game dur- 
ing the tournament, 
Japan stood on the field 
and rolled out a banner 
that said, "To our Friends 
Around the World—Thank 
You for Your Support." 
This time the team stood 
proud with their banner 
before the final World Cup 
match, knowing exactly 
what they had to do. 
With the thoughts of 
those 23.000 lost and miss- 
ing due to a vicious earth- 
quake and tsunami that 
struck Japan's northern 
coast March 11 on their 
minds, the women wear- 
ing blue Adidas uniforms, 
stamped with their coun- 
try's flag, made the come- 
back their country needed. 
When the USA struck, 
Japan answered, raising the 
bar a little higher each time. 
Before we knew it, the USA 
was all out of answers and 
Japan stood at midfield tro- 
phy in hand. 
As much as Japan 
deserved the win, the 
USA blew it. 
The American women 
controlled the play the entire 
game, but the Japanese 
fought hard all game. Up 
by a goal late in the game, 
the Americans allowed the 
Japanese to force extra time. 
Once again, up by one with 
minutes to go in the extra 
time, the Americans couldn't 
hold the lead. The Japanese 
comeback was eerily 
familiar to the American's 
comeback against Brazil 
where Abby Wambach's 
last-minute header forced 
penalty kicks to get the 
USA into the semi-finals. 
After a less than consis- 
tent year, the Americans 
believed this was their 
World Cup title. 
"If any other country was 
to win this, then I'm really 
happy and proud for Japan," 
said midfielder Carli Lloyd 
after the game. "Deep down 
inside 1 really thought it was 
our destiny to win it. But 
maybe it was Japan's." 
The USA already had 
that astonishing comeback 
against Brazil. 
In hopes to break a 12-year 
period of winless World 
Cups, the Americans did not 
have it in their cards. 
However, the suffering 
Japan was the first Asian 
country to win a World Cup, 
and they finally won their 
first meeting against the 
Americans after losing the 
last 25—two of which were 
shutouts a month prior to 
the tournament. 
Like every game. Japan 
was holding a banner at the 
end of the game. 
This time, instead of 
saying, "To our Friends 
Around the World—Thank 
You for Your Support." It 
read, "Women's World 
Cup Champions." 
m* 
THE PULSE 
AND THE 
NOMINEES 
ARE... 
The Emmys are something to be happy, disappointed about 
£ MARISH* PIETROWSKI 
Nominations for television's 
biggest night, the Emmys, 
were announced Thursday. 
As usual, some series raked 
in the acclades while others 
were outright snubbed. 
It seems as though for 
every right decision made 
by the academy voters, they 
made an equally outlandish 
one. fudging by reactions 
I've read on numerous web- 
sites, I'm not the only televi- 
sion devotee questioning the 
voter's decisions. 
I'm glad people recog- 
nize quality programming 
like "Mad Men," "Justified" 
and "Friday Night Lights," 
the latter nominated for its 
final season after regular- 
ly being shut out. I'm not 
a regular viewer of these 
shows, but even though 
they're not my cup of tea, 
there's little denying they 
know how to tell a story. 
However, the voters also 
made some outrageous 
decisions. For example, 
"The Walking Dead" and 
"Community" were com- 
pletely snubbed in major 
categories while shows that 
had weak seasons like "Glee" 
and   "Dexter"  were  over- 
nominated. I couldn't help 
but roll my eyes upon see- 
ing Julia Stiles nominated 
for "Dexter" as her character 
helped to make the fifth sea- 
son of the show lackluster. 
By snubbing Lea Michele 
and Matthew Morrison 
(both of whom were nomi- 
nated last year), voters obvi- 
ously saw a bit of a soph- 
omore slump in "Glee," 
but yet it was nominated 
for Outstanding Comedy 
Series. The material this 
year doesn't warrant this 
award, both due to a decline 
in quality and comedy 
(since the show tends to be 
more dramatic). 
The    same    complaint 
about a decline in qual- 
ity also applies to "30 Rock" 
and "Modern Family." First 
of all, do all of the adult 
males on "Modern Family" 
really deserve nominations 
for Outstanding Supporting 
Actor? They dominate four 
of the six positions in the 
category, which seems 
incredibly excessive. 
The show was rather hit- 
or-miss this season and yet 
it still received 17 nomina- 
tions. Since the Emmys obvi- 
ously aren't looking at a sea- 
son as a whole, why couldn't 
"Community," another show 
that had a hit-or-miss sea- 
See EMMYS | Page 7 
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What is Google*? 
A break-down of the new social network 
taking campus, the world by storm 
.1 JONATHAN KEILHOLZ DUiif COLUMNIST 
Remember posts left by your 
parents on your partying 
pictures? What about when 
instructors made a sly com- 
ment about your "wild and 
crazy weekend" just as you 
remember you are Facebook 
friends with them? Mom. dad 
and professors don't need to 
see those, but you still want to 
stay connected to them. 
Google wants to make 
this happen. 
Google sets the bar in the 
computer world. Need to do 
a search? Google it. Want to 
send an email? Use Gmail. 
Checking the headlines? 
See Google News. 
Don't forget: the company 
also controls the majority of 
your videos - Google bought 
YouTubein2006. 
But if you want to social- 
ize online with friends, 
Google is useless. That is, 
until now. 
Google+ is a social project 
that Google has been secret- 
ly working on for a year. 
"We believe online shar- 
ing is broken and even awk- 
ward," a Google spokes- 
person said in an interview 
with TechCrunch.com. 
"Our online tools are rigid. 
They force us into buckets 
or being completely public." 
In response, Googlet fea- 
tures functions that fine-tune 
social networking. 
(MM 
"Circles are core to our 
product," the spokesperson 
said. Users separate others 
into self-appointed categories 
or circles. Similar to real-life 
sharing, you are able to man- 
age who sees what. 
For example: odds are 
you won't want to share a 
Lady Gaga music video with 
your 56-year-old biology 
professor. Still, you want to 
send "The Edge of Glory- 
to a friend. Simply drag the 
video to your "Friends" cir- 
cle. Only they will be aware 
of your Gaga obsession. 
Technology junkies know 
group management can be 
a mess, but Google's circles 
are simple. It's actually fun. 
Hangouts 
Hangouts are like a 
combination of Skype and 
AOL chat rooms. You can 
watch YouTube videos and 
see your friends' reactions 
via webcam. Whoever 
speaks the loudest takes 
center stage. 
What used to be an exces- 
sive typing problem in chat 
rooms could now be an 
excessive screaming prob- 
lem in hangouts. 
Sparks 
Sparks is a weaker version 
ofStumbleUpon.com. Users 
can type in their interests 
and Google will list relevant 
results that are more spe- 
cific than a typical Google 
search. 
Reactions 
Despite these features, peo- 
ple at Google said it is a work- 
in-progress. Thus, it is main- 
taining a limited trial basis 
by invite-only. Some students 
are annoyed that they haven't 
had the chance to make an 
account. 
"I just want to see what the 
big deal is. I have Tumblr and 
Twitter, so I just want to see 
the difference," said senior 
Jennifer Chapman. "They 
shouldn't release any of it 
See GOOGLE | Page 7 
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MOVIE 
Grade  | A 
WWWWCSPUNCHCOM 
BY BRADFORD MILLER 
Using intense battle scenes, 
breathtaking visuals and emotionally 
powerful scenes, the (inal 
installment of the Harry Potter 
series doesn't disappoint 
As we come to a close in the 
Potter saga, it's good to see that we 
do it in style rather than rush effects 
and midnight premiere figures. H 
there's one thing that's been true of 
the Potter franchise, it's that each 
film not only represents a different 
form of artistic and directorial 
expression but also gets better with 
age. So to the cast and crew 
who stuck around through it all. 
I think I can speak for all of us 
and give thanks for your talent 
and contribution. 
This may be one of the shortest 
films in the series (just over two 
hours), but that may have proved 
to be its greatest strength. It picks 
up immediately where part one left 
off. which throws us right back in 
the action. 
Other than the beginning 
15 to 20 minutes, the film is 
a massive battle scene full of 
visual marvels and on-the-edge- 
of-your-seat moments 
But more important than the final 
battle was the emotional engine 
that drove the story. This is the final 
adventure for Harry. Ron, Hermoine 
and the gang: let's be honest, that 
makes us insanely sad. We grew up 
with these characters and for many 
of us. it defines a portion of our 
childhood. And after the emotional 
roller coaster I experienced. I can 
honestly say that it was brilliant. 
David Yates. easily the franchises' 
best director, does a superb job 
executing the end of the Potter 
saga. He knows exactly when to 
drive emotion home and when to 
go all out with spells, action and 
intensity. The cast, phenomenal as 
usual, doesn't disappoint either 
I couldn't have been happier with 
the end result of the franchise. I left 
feeling sad. happy and satisfied. 
I have to say. one of my favorite 
scenes was honestly the epilogue, 
19 years later That scene alone is 
worth the admission price. 
Harry Potter has become not 
only woven itself into our popular 
culture but has defined generations 
of imaginations. For some, it was the 
beginning of something new but for 
most, it was the final chapter in our 
childhood and for that. I think we 
can all say. "mischief managed" 
V'UIIIORP 
TELEVISION SHOW 
i Grade |C 
WWW MOVf POSTS BSHOPCOM 
BY JANE BU RICH IN 
This season, "The Bachelorette" 
had high hopes for the dentist 
from Maine. Ashley Hebert, to 
find her true love the second time 
around America knows Hebert as 
the emotional mess from the last 
season of "The Bachelor" when she 
was rejected by Brad Womack in 
the ninth rose ceremony. 
Hebert claimed to keep her 
emotions in check this season. 
However, her insecurities soon 
got the best of her fueled by the 
fame hungry, bad boy contestant 
Bentley Williams. Hebert instantly 
fell for Williams, but he had other 
intentions that didn't include falling 
in love. Williams finally decided to 
end his run for Hebert s heart in 
saying. "["Bachelor" winner Emily 
Maynard) was such a standout and 
Ashley looks like an ugly duckling. 
I'm going to make her cry. I hope 
my hair looks OK." 
Hebert was so stuck on Williams 
that it made the audience have 
a hard time believing that she 
liked any of the other guys Her 
immaturity throughout the show 
completely lost the respect of the 
viewers, leaving them bored. The 
show is now just starting to spark 
interest. However, it seems too late 
in the game for Hebert to redeem 
herself. 
With no surprise, conteslom 
Ames Brown was sent home 
leaving Hebert with the best 
three bachelors that seem to 
really connect in their own ways. 
Last Monday, she seemed really 
enthusiastic during the hometown 
visits but especially with the fun 
loving and outgoing family of 
Constantine. Hebert seems like she 
is really starting to fall for these 
guys... finally. 
Tune in next Monday, when 
Hebert takes the three remaining 
guys to Fiji for a romantic getaway. 
Previews show that this vacation 
could have its up and downs when 
Hebert s family shows up to stir 
some drama. Hopefully Fiji will 
bring Hebert the love she has been 
searching for 
THIS WEEK IN TOLEDO 
Pizza Palooza 
Local businesses are cfchixj up pizzas for a chance for 
attendees to vote for their favorite pizza in Northwest 
Ohio. The event wl take place Jut/ 22 and 23 at the 
Centennial Terrace in Syfvana It costs SS 
Downtown SoundTrek 
Downtown Toledo wl host a new annual event Fnoay featuring the rnrjst popular 
names in Toledo music It is a one-night showcase, induo^rnusicofalotofdif- 
fetent genres from hip-hop, rod and (fence The ev^vd tale place on St Qair 
Street from 7 pm to 1 am It costs S15 in advance and CO at the door. 
ALBUM 
■ Artist | III 
Gude   |B 
WWWTHtSllVEIITONOUtCWUNtCOt 
BYZACHGASE 
After a five-year hiatus. 
Incubus has returned with 
"If Not Now. When?,' their 
first album of newly recorded 
material since 2006s "Light 
Grenades" It is lead vocalist/ 
songwriter Brandon Boyd's and 
Incubus' tamest effort to date. 
While some longtime fans may 
be off put by the band's softer 
side. Boyd's songwriting thrives on 
standout cuts like "The Original" 
and "Friends and Lovers." 
There aren't really any skippers 
on the album except the Beach 
House sounding, apocalyptic final 
track. "Tomorrow's Food," but 
there aren't all that many great 
moments either. 
The main problem with "If Not 
Now. When?" is how safe the 
once progressively experimental 
band is playing. 
Outside of the Pink Floyd- 
esque. but excellent "In the 
Company of Wolves." Incubus 
sticks to pretty basic song 
structures and arrangements. 
In the early 2000s many bands 
experimented with blending hip- 
hop influence with their music by 
using a turntablist, and Incubus 
was actually one of the few bands 
to execute it properly. 
On "If Not Now. When?" 
however, there isn't much genre 
blending outside of the album's 
hardest hitting and arguably 
best track "Switch Blade" The 
up beat track is perfectly placed 
after the slower seven-minute- 
plus "Company of Wolves" and 
has some excellent hip-hop 
influenced drums blended with 
frantic guitar playing. 
Overall this album would be 
seen as a good album for most 
bands but will probably disappoint 
longtime fans who've been waiting 
five years for new material. 
Once the excitement of having 
new Incubus music fades, fans will 
most likely be underwhelmed by 
this record. 
THEY SAID IT 
"If your joy is derived from what 
society thinks of you, you're always 
9oing to be disappointed. 
-Madonna 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM PULSE Wednesday. July 20 20117 
THIS WEEK IN ENTERTAINMENT: 
J LO GOES FOR DIVORCE NO 3 KUNIS TIMBERLAKE TO ATTEND BALL 
WWWBIOGSPOTCOM 
Two months after danc- 
ing during his guest per- 
formance on "American 
Idol," Jennifer Lopez has 
announced her and hus- 
band Marc Anthony are 
divorcing. They have been 
married for seven years 
and have 3-year-old twins 
together. Anthony joked 
about the announcement 
during a show in Bogota, 
Colombia, saying, "They say 
I'm a single man." 
After a Marine invited Mila 
Minis via the Internet to accompa- 
ny him to the Nov. 18 Marine Corps 
Ball, another took to YouTube to 
invite co-star lustin Timberlake. 
"I'll tell you what, 1 accept. If my 
schedule works out to do it, I'd 
love to do it. It's a honor." Another 
Marine's request to be courted by 
Betty White was declined due to 
scheduling conflicts. White said 
she was "deeply flattered" and that 
she loves a man in uniform. 
WWWXIANETNET 
WWW MEANMASSIVE COM 
EMMYS 
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son, also garner some nomi- 
nations? 
Danny Pudi, in particular, 
deserves one for his equally 
hilarious and heartbreak- 
ing portrayal of the socially 
awkward, television-obsessed 
Abed Nadir (confession: I may 
be biased since Abed reminds 
me of myself). "Modern 
Pamily" won Outstanding 
Comedy Series last year for a 
reason but, as with "Glee," this 
outing just doesn't warrant all 
those accolades. 
My biggest gripe, though, 
is the lack of nominations for 
"Parks and Recreation." After 
receiving critical acclaim for 
its near perfect third sea- 
son, it rightfully received an 
Outstanding Comedy Series 
nomination; its star, Amy 
Poehler, was once again nomi- 
nated for Outstanding Actress 
in a Comedy Series. Yet the 
show received no writing 
nominations which, given the 
hilarity of the scripts, is rob- 
bery, pure and simple. 
Nick Offerman was also 
snubbed for his portrayal of 
Poehler's gruff libertarian 
boss, Ron Swanson. Critics 
and many in Hollywood 
objected to this oversight and, 
as Poehler bluntly and accu- 
rately told rVLine.com,"... It's 
a hot load of bulls"" that he 
didn't get a nomination, and 
you can quote me on that." It 
will be heartbreaking if this bril- 
liant show loses to the also-rans 
it's up against. 
Of course, such oversights 
aren't surprising. The F.mmys 
only nominated what is widely 
regarded as one of, if not the 
greatest television series of all 
time, "the Wire," for the occa- 
sional writing award. They cer- 
tainly aren't perfect, and they 
annoy television fans like me. 
Yet those of us who live and 
breathe television are anxious to 
see who walks home with the 
awards Sept. 18. 
• 
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OUTSTANDING DIRECTING 
FOR A COMEDY SERIES 
■\\o« \Wel •fotf 
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OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTOR 
IN A COMEDY SERIES 
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OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS 
IN A COMEDY SERIES 
OUTSTANDING COMEDY SERIES 
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OUTSTANDING DIRECTING 
FOR A DRAMA SERIES 
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OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTOR 
IN A DRAMA SERIES 
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OUTSTANDING LEAD ACTRESS 
IN A DRAMA SERIES 
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THE BG NEWS SUDOKU 
2 1 4 
6 
2   1 9 5 3 
7 3 1 
1 6 2 
4 8 6 
4 9 3 
8 
9   7 1 2 
SUDOKU 
o play: Complete the grid 
so that every row, column 
111 
9 6 E 
L   S   8 
lit 
t S 8 
2   9   1 
9   8   S 
I   Z   L 
E6l 
and every 3x3 box contains 
the digits 1 to 9. here is no 
guessing or math involved. 
5 Z   L 
6 E t 
I   8   9 
9 I 6 
S 8 Z 
I   t   I 
8   V   E 
L   9    I 
Z   S   6 
£   9   S 8   L   t 6   I   Z 
8 I 6 
t   I   Z 
I   Z   S 
6   E   9 
»   E   9 
S   L   8 
Create and solve your 
Sudoku puzzles for FREE. 
naySiiwMotaMd win „,„„„; 
PHIZESUOOHIxoN 
PHOTOS COURTESY Of GOOGli 
GOOGLE 
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until it's 100 percent ready." 
Those invited, however, 
seem to be getting used to the 
software. 
"It doesn't have many dis- 
tractions, you know, that way 
I can maintain a real life," 
freshman Stormi Roelle said. 
"It's like a combination of 
Twitter and Facebook, which 
I like because I'm a junkie for 
both of them." 
Google knows what it's 
doing. If 13 years of domi- 
nating the Internet are any 
indication, today's social net- 
works are facing a fierce com- 
petitor. 
Mark Zuckerberg, are you 
scared? 
Fall 2011 Housin 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
2ft 311)1001 MtTIIITS 
AID TOWIIOISES 
COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS 
RIDGE MANOR APARTMENTS 
FRAZEE AVENUE APARTMENTS 
[- ASK ABOUT OUR - 
3 5 BEDROOM HOUSES 
1-2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
HADUATE EmCIEICY /I BEDROOM 
£D Sea* tyb IvOvfl <&- 
Listings Available On-Line 
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com 
Great Selection of 
Houses £r Apartments 
in Good Locations! 
Available for 2011-2012 
A STOP 
I 
pick, up tre • We have Efficiencies. 1 Bedroom and 2 Bedroom Apartments. 
• In most cases, furnished and unfurnished arc the same price. 
• In most cases, water, sewcr. and trash are included. 
• Complete rental listing available on-line and in rental office. 
WE  HAVE UNITS READY  FOR  IMMEDIATE  OCCUPANCY! 
{  JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC > 
**>!. 
1RM CREENB IAR, INC.   (419)3520111 
fM\ 319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH 
,.-. »j»      «,^ Located Across From Taco Bell. 
^**
eCaCfifo°° RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260 
k V ' Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5: 
www.johnnewloverealestate.com On 
£***>, o,,, J?**SS 
.arcenbriarren1als.com 
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ELLIE VAN HOUTTI sells some fresh vegetables Wednesday afternoon at the Farmers' Market 
MARKET 
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every week and said thai 
a lot of students and faculty 
from the University support 
the market as well. 
Since the market is season- 
al, the products change as the 
year progresses. 
"I like the heart of the sum- 
mer," Hennessy said. "That, to 
me, is usually the time when 
there is the most stuff there." 
City residents enjoy the 
Farmers' Market. Shirley Cron 
said that coupons for people 
over the age of 60 help make 
shopping more affordable and 
also finds the market's envi- 
ronment friendly and conve- 
nient. 
"You can get [the products] 
in the store, too, but its not the 
same," Cron said. "This is a 
Farmers' Market. The farmers 
bring them in, so you know 
they're fresh. These are all 
grown at the people's houses, 
so it helps them and it helps 
us too." 
Hennessy said that he sees 
lots of customers talking to the 
farmers and suppliers about 
what their products. 
"It puts into a commu- 
nity context, which is great," 
Hennessy said, "It's much 
more personal." 
The support can also extend 
to the downtown area as well, 
Hennessy said. He said that 
downtown businesses can get 
exposure from customers trav- 
eling to the market. Local busi- 
nesses such as Qdoba give out 
samples at the market. 
Willy's Salsa Inc., is a locally 
based company at the mar- 
ket. Dennis Dickey, president 
of Willy's Salsa, enjoys selling 
there. 
"I have fun. I like all the peo- 
ple, everybody's really nice, 
you get to know the custom- 
ers," Dickey said. 
While Dickey has been 
making the salsa personally 
for almost 40 years, he decid- 
ed to start selling it to grocery 
stores four years ago. 
"It's not a real big market, 
but it's a good market, and the 
people that run it... really want 
us to succeed and have done a 
nice job," Dickey said. 
Dickey said the markets 
have been useful for helping 
the 400 grocery stores he sells 
his salsa to by encouraging 
people to continue buying the 
product. 
"That's what I like about 
Howling Green," Dickey said. 
"... IMost] people have heard 
of us, and the ones that do sup- 
port us." 
THACKER 
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administration will almost 
certainly return America to 
the Bush-era policies that 
started us into this downward 
economic spiral to begin with. 
The evidence of Republican 
plans to keep the economy 
from recovering—and thus 
keep all of us struggling— 
comes from the current 
debate in Washington DC. 
about whether or not to raise 
America's debt ceiling. The 
debt ceiling is the amount 
of debt that the country can 
legally incur in order to keep 
from defaulting its financial 
obligations. Economists of all 
political stripes agree that not 
raising the debt celling could 
be catastrophic for America's 
economy. Should politicians 
fail to do so by Aug. 2, inter- 
est rates across the board will 
rise and the value of the dollar 
in the global market will con- 
tinue to sink even lower than 
it already has. In other words, 
average people's savings and 
retirement accounts will be 
worth less than they were the 
day before. 
Republicans have been 
saying they will not vote to 
raise the debt ceiling unless 
Democrats agree to slash 
funding for many programs; 
the most prominently cut 
being social programs primar- 
ily benefiting the poor, such as 
food stamps and Medlcaid. 
Congressional Republicans 
claim this needs to be done In 
order to balance the budget, 
The Daily Crossword Fix      jQdk* 
brought to you by PlZZO 
but they then prove their own 
hypocrisy by refusing to help 
balance the budget through 
increasing revenue going into 
the government. 
Such revenue increases 
would include cutting sub- 
sidies to big oil companies 
(who are making record prof- 
its and do not need your tax 
dollars), raising taxes on the 
people making over $250,000 
a year and closing current tax 
loopholes which allow multi- 
billion dollar corporations to 
pay no taxes at all (In some 
cases these corporations, like 
General Electric, actually get 
money back from the govern- 
ment). In other words, con- 
gressional Republicans are 
adhering to their own Golden 
Rule, That being, "Whoever 
has the gold makes the rule." 
ACROSS 
1 Effervescence 
5 Orange container 
10 Afterthoughts 
14 Mine, in Marseille 
15 Where dos are done 
16 Chimney buildup 
17 Blessing 
18 Words spoken while tossing in 
cards 
19 One may be dog-eared 
20 Microprocessor 
23 Hard tattoo to misspell 
26 Grafton's ■_ for Burglar" 
27 Sunday dinners 
28 Qatar's peninsula 
30 Grating sound 
32 Load (up), as energy food 
33 Synthesizer pioneer 
35 Juanita's"this" 
39 Substance in a visual display unit 
42 Scout uniform accessory 
43 Depression era migrant 
1 Beatles adjective 
2 Chat room "I think..." 
3 Bronx attraction 
4 Metal in pennies 
5 Forensic TV spin-off 
6 Highway exits 
7 Baseballs Felipe or Marty 
8 Track tipster 
9 Goes in 
10 Pet-protecting org. 
11 _Ark 
12 Loaf on the job 
13 Staircase units 41 
21 Japanese wraparound 45 
22 Double Dutch needs 
23 Fella 47 
24 Postgraduate ghllings 
25 What they call the        49 
wind, in a 1951 song   50 
29 Backyard cookouts.     51 
briefly 52 
30 65-Down. in a cocktail 
31 Prefix with culture        53 
34 Skunks defense 54 
36 Take a _ at: try 57 
37 Put a levy on 58 
38 Assumed name 59 
40 Ryder competitor 
44 Graph line 
46 Snobbish mannerisms 
48 Maine mail order giant 
50 Halfback's maneuver 
54 _-mo replay 
55 High-speed PC option 
56 Broth-making aid 
60 Two-tone treat 
61 Oodles 
62 Long skirt 
66 Leave out 
67 Modem kind of phone 
68 Voltaire s "with" 
69 Topeka's St. 
70 Versatile blood donor 
71 Green stone 
Shout at from below 
NBC show with Baba 
Wawa skits, briefly 
At the bottom of the 
standings 
Soft shot 
Kindle download 
"_ Rae" 
Expected at the ter- 
minal 
Mob outbreaks 
Alarming situation 
"That's a surprise!" 
Twice-monthly tide 
Key of Bruckner's 
Symphony No. 7 
Gardner on screen 
Crossed (out) 
The ends of 20-, 39- 
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jAIQHT YEAR? 
I ASK ABOUT 
IQMR SPECIALS; 
www.pisanellos.com 
Open Weekdays 4P.M. •  Lunch Fri • Sat. • Sun.        Accwlm ^E    «fi 
So what about those of us 
who don't have any gold? 
1 guess we are supposed to 
just sit there and take what 
crumbs are thrown at us 
and be happy to get them. At 
least the bulk of today's con- 
servative movement seems 
to think so. 
First off, we in the poor and 
working class need to stop 
being ashamed that we are 
poor and working class. Then, 
we need to tell politicians in 
Congress if they will not 
keep our interests in mind 
and work for us the way 
we work for society's afflu- 
ent community, we will go 
to the ballot box and elect 
someone who will. 
Respond to Matthew at 
thenews9bgnews.com 
RIEDEL 
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or less lovable and others are 
even considered unlovable. 
As if love needs to be earned 
or won like a prize. Why can't 
we always love each other 
just for being? 
The same story is told 
again and again. A person is 
wretched and then they are 
loved into grace. You may 
consider examples rang- 
ing from novels like "No 
Great Mischief" by Alistair 
MacLeod, in which we read 
"All of us are better when 
we're loved" or children's 
films like "Megamlnd" or 
"Despicable Me" in which we 
watch the villain become the 
hero because someone loved 
him. If we are truly loved, we 
are not loved only when we 
are strong, but also when we 
are weak. And it is in these 
weak times that love may 
strengthen us. 
I love my new nephew, 
and I want to do all 1 can for 
him even though I have only 
just met him and he is one of 
the most vulnerable, depen- 
dent human beings on earth. 
I am also certain that his 
parents love him immea- 
surably, even knowing that 
raising him is likely to be the 
biggest challenge they have 
ever faced. 
He is worth it just because 
he Is. We are all worth loving, 
just because we are. 
Respond to Alicia at 
thenews@bgnews.com 
Classified Ads 
419-372-6977 
The BG News will not knowingly 
accept advertlsemenu thai dis- 
criminate, or encourage discrim- 
ination against any Individual or 
group on the basil of race, sex, 
color, creed, religion, national 
origin, sexual orientation, dis- 
ability, status as a veteran, or on 
the basis of any other legally pro- 
tected status. 
Personals 
Looking for rommatee to 8h»r» 
house near campus In Aug. 
Call Brad at 419-306- 7783 
Help Wanted 
Bartending, up to S300/d»y 
No exp needed, training courses 
■vail, call 800-985-6520 x174. 
Mr. Spote la hlrlngl Apply 
In person at 126 E Court 8t, BG 
410-352-7788 
Now Hiring Bartenderall 
Campua Quarters Sports Bar 
Apply In perion at: 
1414 E. Woojte- St. Must be 211 
Walt staff needed, starting aoonl 
Contact Key at: 419-874-7078. 
28530 Dixie Hwy, Perryaburg. 
Waitresses/bartenders needed at 
Doc's Restaurant. Apply In person 
at 18625 Main St, Tontogany.OH. 
419-823-4061 
Buy One Burrito For 
•5.99 
Oat a Second Burrito For 
(RECESSION BUSTER). 
r   l- 
'Si 
For Sale For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Maytag waahar and gaa dryer, 
both In good working order, 
S150 for pair. 
Kenmore refrigerator w/ freeier, 
also In good working order, $50. 
Contact: e|amatzobgsu.Mu 
Why rent? Own and pay less par 
month! For Sale: Immaculate 3BR 
house, 811 2nd St, near campus, 
newer W/D & appl. $84,900. 
3BR house, 457 S Church, In 
quiet neighborhood, basement, 
garage, move-In ready. $124,500 
419-306-2339 -Danbury Realtors 
"11-12 houses remain, epts/etfic 
148 S. College, up to 5, AC, w/D 
315 E Merry, up to 5, tree Internet 
1 243 BR apti house next to Un 
all next to campus, 419-353-0326. 
CartyRsntals.com/some sem only 
1*2 Bedroom Apartments 
Free Heat 5 Water! 
Urge Patlol Pat Fdendlyl 
(419)353-7718 
www.varaitysquareapts. com 
1 8 2 BR apta, close to campua, 
Ideal for grad students, avail now 
& Augl call Gary at 419-352-5414. 
1 & 2BR apta, available August, 
great location! Call 
419-352-1584 or 419-353-8811. 
2 or 3 subleaaers needed for 5BR 
house, 1 block Irom campus. 
Call 937-477-7049 tor more Info. 
2BR house, SUCIough St, 
$500*10 ♦ utllitss 
Call 419-378-3309. 
2BR upper duplex apt with deck, 
all appl incl, W/D, A/C, S660/mo, 
$650 sec dep, call 419-352-7092. 
Avail Aug 2011, cloee to campua, 
3BR house, $675rmo - utils, 
3BR apt, $550/mo * utlla, 
2BR apt, $325/mo ♦ utlla. 
Call 419-308-2458 tor more Into. 
Basement apt, Near campua, 
S350/mo. utllltlea Included. 
Call 419-352-5862. 
BO Apta.-818/622 2nd St, 
2BR apta available August, 
$490-$500/mo -utiia, 12 mo lease 
www.BaApartrnsnts.com 
•mrth Apt Rentals 411IM WIT 
Highland Management 
182 BR apta avail, $365-600/mo. 
Call 419-354-8036 tor more info! 
bghlghlandmgmt.com 
Newer, cozy, 1 BR duplex w/ 
deck, close to campua, yr leeae, 
$450Vmo*utlla, call 419-654-8718. 
NEWLOVE Management Service 
Apartments!, Housesl Condosl 
Pet Friendly 
Great Locationa all over town1 
332 S. Main St. BG 
419-382-5820 
SpeeduBurritos.com 
A ae/ Ml IIH t • I Al 111 A) \t\\ 
419-806-4727  ENTRANCE BEHIND 425 E. WOOSTER1 
DOMINO S 
-   
A
   - Fri. & Sat.12pm-3am 
49c beef tacos 
$1.99 burritosl 
■MOTORS- 
Call Erik Kern 
419.494.1780 
17708 N.Dixie) Hwy. 
BOWLING GREEN 
KIHCSWAY-M0T0flS.COM 
WE ALSO OFFER: 
> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance 
> Free High Speed Internet > 3 Laundromats 
> Free Basic Cable > 2 Swimming Pools 
> Free Resident Shuttle > 142 Bedroom Apts 
> Air Conditioning > Free Waters Trash 
> Free DVD Library 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
& SUMMIT TERRACE 
   APAItTMEMTS    
Office: 400 E.Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135 
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com 
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11am-3pm 
